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1. Introduction

Effects of climate change on forest ecosystems and the mitigation of negative consequences to ecosystem functions and economic forest services are major challenges for current forest science and management [1-3]. Impact of climate change on forest ecosystems in Europe has been discussed controversially. It is generally agreed that increasing temperatures will lead to higher photosynthetic activity, faster growth and therefore higher forest net productivity, at least in large parts of central and northern Europe [4, 5]. However, increasing incidences of drought events and poor water supply are assumed to be limiting factors for tree growth in the future [6, 7], and the most productive coniferous species (e.g. Norway spruce) very likely cannot survive under future conditions in all parts of their natural range or cultivation area, respectively [8, 9]. This will have severe implications for forest management and the wood processing industry. For example, the financial effects of climate change due to biome shifts from productive coniferous forest to Mediterranean oak forests would result in a decrease of the expected value of European forest land between 14 and 50% [10].

Most tree species are distributed throughout large geographic ranges, where they experience a wide range of environmental conditions. The limits of these conditions are being considered to form the environmental niche of the species, for example see [11, 12]. However, the environmental variation within the species’ ranges also creates manifold local adaptations to climate and site conditions. To identify and understand these local adaptations offers perspectives to maintain the existing tree species composition by using seed material that shows adaptation to future conditions.
Variation in climatic conditions is especially high throughout the Alpine region. Due to the multitude of environmental conditions within small distances and within a fragmented mountain terrain, Alpine space harbors high biological diversity [13]. At the same time, mountain ecosystems seem to be particularly vulnerable [14] and climate change is likely to induce severe habitat loss habitat for a majority of alpine plant species [15] and to threaten biodiversity in Alpine space [16, 17].

In order to mitigate the climate change impact on forestry in Alpine space and to adapt forest management accordingly, it is necessary to understand how forest tree species respond to changing climates. Provenance tests provide valuable data for the investigation of climate adaptation of forest species and intraspecific variation in climate response among tree populations.

The present study aims to review the utilization of provenance tests for revealing the intra‐specific variation in climate response of trees and the development of adaptation measures for climate change. First, a general overview of climate adaptation of trees, affected adaptive traits and evolutionary and demographic processes is given and the application in climate change mitigation is discussed. Secondly, we describe general methodological issues of provenance tests and statistical approaches to reveal climate responses. Thirdly, we compile information about established provenance tests in the Alpine range and analyze their potential utilization for adaptation studies. Finally, we discuss abundant problems with climate response analyses and derive recommendations for the conception of future provenance trials.

2. Climate adaptation in trees

Studies on phenotypic traits demonstrated that forest tree populations exhibit substantial local adaptation, for example see [18]. This is thought to be mainly a result of diversifying selection caused by environmental heterogeneity [19]. Phenotypic traits that evolved through local adaptation are often referred to as adaptive genetic variation (e.g. [20]). Adaptive traits have been observed on the juvenile and the adult phase for many tree species. In the past, adaptive traits have been correlated mainly to the geographical origin of the analysed provenances, i.e. latitude or altitude. Recently, the availability of high resolution climate parameters allowed a direct relation of phenotypic traits to the climate parameters shaping it. Table 1 gives a short overview about typical adaptive traits that were found in the most important tree species of the Alpine space.

The evolutionary basis of local adaptation is natural selection causing changes of the mean phenotypic values to fit the climate optima of the respective environment [18]. In trees, selection is considered to be mainly active during seedling establishment, because trees possess long generation times and produce huge quantities of offspring [41]. Thus, mortality is strongest in the juvenile phases. The molecular basis for phenotypic variation is nucleotide variation at few or many individual loci (e.g. [42, 43]). The impact of selection on the traits underlying genes can be either through the fixation of single beneficial mutations [44] or on the basis of standing genetic variation on many genes where small changes of allele frequencies create substantial trait variation (e.g. [45]). Recent studies on quantitative trait loci and
candidate genes suggest that for adaptive genetic variation the latter might be more common than previously thought [46]. Due to this complex trait architecture, selection on each gene is small, and thus high levels of standing genetic variation might be retained even in locally adapted populations [47].

Also, gene flow through steep environmental gradients may contribute substantially to genetic variation within populations and creates both, a genetic load and a higher adaptive potential in the subsequent populations [48]. However, even in cases of extensive gene flow, divergent selection acting on adaptive traits may result in a rapid increase of quantitative differentiation depending on the interpopulation allelic covariation of the underlying genes [49]. Further complexity might be added through epigenetic regulation of gene expression patterns [50, 51]. Overall, the contribution of nucleotide variation, allelic covariation, or gene expression patterns to phenotypic variation still needs to be deciphered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bud break (S)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[21, 22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abies alba</td>
<td>[23, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larix decidua</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pinus sylvestris</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bud set (S)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[28, 29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pinus sylvestris</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedling height (S)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[28, 31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pinus sylvestris</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abies alba</td>
<td>[23, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass (S)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree height / Diameter at breast height (T)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[22, 32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abies alba</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larix decidua</td>
<td>[25, 34, 35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pinus sylvestris</td>
<td>[36, 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fagus sylvatica</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost resistance (S/T)</td>
<td>Picea abies</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pinus sylvestris</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drought resistance</td>
<td>Larix decidua</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abies alba</td>
<td>[23, 113]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of adaptive traits in alpine species, i.e. phenotypic traits of seedlings (S) or adult trees (T) that were found to be related to the environmental conditions of the seed provenance.
Besides selection and local adaptation, also neutral population genetic processes (i.e. drift, population expansion, migration, gene flow) are likely to affect the distribution of adaptive genetic variation. Overall, the genetic structure of temperate tree species has been strongly affected by historical processes: in particular, range contractions and expansions during quaternary climatic oscillations (ice ages) have shaped the current pattern of diversity (e.g. [52]). Thus, the admixture of adaptive variation from different postglacial lineages has been found to play a significant role in the current environmental clines of adaptive traits [53]. The decrease of genetic diversity from southern refugial populations to northern ones can be explained by bottleneck effects during colonisation or very rare events of long distance dispersal, e.g. [54, 55]. Although only few efforts have been made to test for geographical trends of quantitative genetic trait variation across species geographical range [56], recent comparisons of neutral vs. adaptive genetic variation show that quantitative differentiation due to adaptation is strong also at northern range margins, thus highlighting the role of local adaptation and adaptive plasticity [57, 58].

3. Application in climate change mitigation

The impact of adaptive traits on forest management, conservation biology and genetics, and on climate adaptation is tremendous: for example, in forest management adaptive traits are the basis for the delineation of breeding zones and provenance regions, for example see [59, 60]. In conservation biology adaptive traits are increasingly recognized as an ecologically important quality, thus need to be considered in restoration projects [61, 62]. For the genetic management of endangered populations, adaptive traits play a key role in developing translocation and genetic rescue schemes [63-65]. The high differentiation of adaptive traits and their strong correlation to environmental variables give them a paramount importance for developing adaptive forest management strategies to cope with climate change. Generally, two strategies can be used to test for local adaptation and to develop seed transfer schemes: First, seedling studies, where large numbers of seed provenances from different geographic origin (and therefore often also from different climatic origin) are planted under controlled conditions in a nursery of climate chambers, e.g. [28]. Seedling studies often reveal high correlations of phenotypic and phenological traits with environmental variables [66]. This correlation can be used as predictors for adaptation or maladaptation to current and future environmental conditions [67]. Secondly, provenance tests, where seed material from different origin is planted at several different test sites and being measured for at least 10-30 years, e.g. [68].

Seedling studies can be realised within few years. However, they are based only on one or very few test environments, and therefore their validity for predicting the long-term stability of provenances under a wide range of conditions is limited. On the other hand, seedling studies allow direct tests for extreme conditions, e.g. simulated drought or frost [69] and may therefore mimic effects that under natural conditions only take place on rare occasions. To observe the effect of such single extreme events in provenance tests is difficult, because they are usually controlled and measured in periods of one to five years. Therefore, they can only provide a
surrogate for the general fitness of the tested genetic material under the given conditions. Fitness in provenance trials is measured mainly as survival, height or d.b.h., but with additional dendroclimatic measures also the intraspecific variation of climate-growth relationship can be assessed [70, 71].

True comparisons of seedling studies with subsequent provenance tests using the same genetic material are rare, but recent investigation with material from the same distribution area suggests, that seedling studies overestimate local adaptation and provenance test series show a more uniformly distributed genetic variation (for example, see [66, 72]).

4. Provenance trials history and test design

The creation and utilization of provenance tests for the analysis of intraspecific variation of trees goes back to the 18th century. Early common garden experiments were often established in a consistent test design and aimed at identifying well growing and suitable seed sources for reforestation. Langlet [73] credits the comparative cultures of pine established by H.L. Duhamel du Monceau between 1745 and 1755 as the first milestone of such genealogical studies [74]. Although the experiments by Duhamel du Monceau rather aimed at gaining sufficient material for shipbuilding than scientific insights in intraspecific variation of pines [74], they attest an early awareness of local adaptations and the relationship between adaptive tree traits and different environmental conditions at the seed source origins.

Analyzing local adaptations and utilizing this information to find appropriate seed material has been a primary objective of provenance tests for more than 200 years [73, 75]. Later, provenance tests have also been used for seed transfer and utilization schemes and more recently, to develop adaptation measures for climate change, for examples, see [67, 68, 76-79]. Due to the wide range of objectives various test designs have been developed, all termed provenance tests or progeny trials. Morgenstern [75] classified all experimental setups with tree provenances according to the test environment in 1) growth cabinet and greenhouse experiments, 2) nursery experiments and 3) field experiments. While growth cabinets and nursery experiments are usually used for short term investigations, field experiments are established for periods of many years with iterated measurements. Actually, the very old provenance tests (tree age > 30 years) do often yield the most valuable results, since they enable reliable statements about the potential productivity of a specific stand.

The basic test design for provenance trials is a common garden test, where seedlings from different provenances are grown parallel under site conditions as similar as possible. However, the actual soil or environmental conditions for each plant are varying even within a mostly homogeneous test area (but see [80] on how to remove such effects). Therefore, trees are planted in multiple repetitions to compensate for any site heterogeneities. The most common layout plan is a randomized block design, which can be either complete, i.e. all provenances are planted throughout all blocks (repetitions) or incomplete, where the blocks do not contain the complete set of provenances. Moreover, in field trials over several sites, it can be distinguished between balanced and unbalanced designs, wherein the latter, the same provenances
For such unbalanced trials it has been recommended to use certain provenances as standard populations to which the others can be compared [74]. More details and guidelines for setting up field trials can be found in [74, 81, 82].

![Figure 1. General scheme provenance test series. An exemplary trial series with 4 test sites (1-4) using a complete randomized block design is shown. Each provenance (A-H) is planted in (typically) three repetitions (block I-III) at each site. Each single plot (colored rectangles) consists of multiple individuals of the same provenance.](image)

A scheme of the most common test design, the randomized complete block layout (RCB), is shown in figure 1. This test design has proved to be useful for many issues and environments and the basic setup did not change during past decades. However, methods of data analyses did improve significantly. Powerful statistical tools are available due to increasing computer resources. Due to a growing amount of data derived from trials established in the past decades, it is very often worth utilizing this old data for further analyses employing modern statistical tools.

5. Climate response analyses with provenance test data

Ecological niches of species and populations are a fundamental concept in ecology. Usually the term refers to the ‘Hutchinsonian multidimensional hypervolume’, which is defined as the set of biotic and abiotic conditions in which a species is able to persist and maintain stable population sizes [83]. The ‘fundamental niche’ represents that portion of the environmental gradient within which existence is possible. By biotic interactions individuals of a species are
excluded from a part of their fundamental niche, resulting in the realized niche that is observed in nature [84].

As a result of adaptation processes to a population’s habitat, the fitness of the population has an optimum somewhere within the fundamental niche which decreases towards the edge areas. This linkage between fitness or fitness proxy parameters and climate variables has been studied for different tree species, e.g. *Pinus banksiana* [68], *Pinus sylvestris* [37], *Pinus contorta* [77], *Picea abies* [39]. To analyze the correlation between population specific quantitative traits and climate conditions several approaches have been developed. In its basic most common form, a climate response function is a univariate regression analysis with a single response variable (quantitative trait) and a single (climatic) predictor variable. Modelling approaches vary in regard to the chosen response and predictor variables and the applied mathematical model. In order to follow the ecological niche model, quadratic, Gaussian or Weibull models are preferred. If climate conditions of provenance origins and planting sites are both known it is possible to derive climate response functions and/or climate transfer functions.

Climate response functions depict the correlation between a quantitative trait of a specific tree population and distinct climate conditions at its planting sites. The respective genotype of a tree population translates to different phenotypes when exposed to variable growing environments (Fig. 2). The resulting pattern of the conditional trait response is also termed reaction norm. The specific objective of studies using climate response functions is to determine those climatic conditions, where the trait of interest is expressed in its most favorable shape. Such conditions may be defined as the climate optimum.

![Figure 2. Schematized (quadratic) climate response function. Maximum response of the measured trait at a specific climate optimum is indicated.](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/56283)

Climate transfer functions include information about the climate of the provenance origins. Here, the quantitative traits are usually correlated to the climate transfer distance, i.e. the
climatic difference between planting site and provenance origin. It is generally hypothesized that tree populations are best adapted to their local climate conditions. Therefore, the best growth performance is expected at small climate transfer distances, whereas at larger climatic distances, trees are maladapted and are thought to perform worse. Climate transfer functions can be derived for individual sites if data from sufficient populations from diverse climatic origins are available (Fig. 3). If the study comprises more than one planting site, data cannot directly be compared among sites with absolute units of measurements. Instead, relative performances to site means should be calculated. Thereby, site specific growth limitations (altitude, soil, climate) are eliminated and across site comparisons are possible.

Figure 3. Schematized (quadratic) climate transfer function. The arrow indicates the transfer from the provenance origin to the planting site.

Both climate function types response functions and transfer functions can be utilized for combined analyses in universal response functions [85, 86, 88]. Universal response functions employ each site’s transfer function to enhance response functions of all populations. In this way, all available information from any provenance at any test site is utilized to estimate a joined “universal” response of population to a given environmental factors. Such approach might compensate for unbalanced experimental setups with multiple test sites. Still, for statistical significant estimations, a large number of provenances and test sites are necessary. For example, reference [86] used results from a provenance test with lodgepole pine, comprising 140 populations at 62 sites, to calibrate a universal response function (Fig. 4). Test series spanning such a large climate range are rarely available.

However, incorporating information from both environmental effects of test site climate on phenotypes (accounted for by response functions) and among-population differentiation resulting from local adaptation to climate (accounted for by transfer functions) into a single “universal response function” reduces the necessary number of tested populations and test sites, while keeping the same predictive power [86]. Therefore, this integrative approach is
promising for analyses of incomplete test designs that would be insufficient for establishing transfer or response functions [86]. Furthermore, combined with a sophisticated sampling strategy and choice of test sites, future provenance tests could be designed much more effectively. For example, both population and test site sample size could be by 65% without affecting the prediction accuracy of the universal response function [86].

![Figure 4](Image)

**Figure 4.** Universal response function including mean annual temperature (MAT) at test site and provenance origin (modified from Wang et al. [86]).

The mathematical model, which is fit to the obtained data, must be chosen carefully. Among the most commonly applied model functions are quadratic [37], Gaussian [87], Weibull [89] or Beta function [90]. In many cases more than one model would be appropriate from a statistical point of view. Several statistical tests and criteria may help in finding the most suitable model (goodness of fit). However, it is difficult to find the most appropriate approach, especially if only few data points are available or if upper and lower limits of the climatic niche are spurious.

Other problems arise for joint evaluations of provenance test series with multiple test sites, especially with incomplete designs, where different provenances have been tested at each site. This issue is addressed in reference [86] by utilizing universal response functions (see above). The classic approach to overcome this issue is the planting of a set of standard provenances at every site allowing for unbiased comparisons among sites. Though, the standard’s value relative to other provenances need not be the same on all sites due to provenance x site interactions [32]. A method for joint analyses has been proposed in [32, 91], suggesting to present the results in standard deviations of the respective experimental mean at a given age [74]. However, this cannot effectively compensate inconsistent forest management activities or inconsistent data measuring practices. If such inhomogeneities and biases affect the validity
of statistical analyses must be clarified case-to-case and should be well documented at any rate.

Aside from choosing an appropriate model function, the finding of the relevant climate parameter and predictor variables that drive selection is difficult. As local performance and productivity of tree populations are adapted to specific climate or environmental conditions, the selection forces driving this adaptation may vary from site to site. For example, whereas in warm regions tree productivity might possibly be limited by the extent of drought periods, in mountainous areas the limiting factor might rather be frost resistance and cold hardiness [92]. Especially in Alpine regions, where heterogeneous climates occur within small geographic ranges, a bunch of selection forces may play a role: for example, growth performance of Norway spruce was found to be positively related to temperatures in May and June at higher altitudes, and negatively related to temperatures of the same months at lower elevation [93]. In higher altitudes frost tolerance and stability is of paramount importance, in lower altitudes best exploitation of vegetation season has higher priority [92, 94]. However, most climate response functions concern only one or few climate parameters and do not reflect multiple effects, which may shape the actual population niche.

6. Minimum requirements for calculating response functions from provenance test data

Provenance experiments have been established with many different objectives, climate analyses being only one among them. Older trials were probably not established for the development of climate response functions or climate change adaptation measures. Such trials may be of limited or no use for the further analyses.

To use data of provenance experiments for the development of adaptation schemes, the field data have to fulfill few requirements: First, seed collections and the seed origins have to be well documented. Coordinates of provenances and test sites should be available as accurate as possible. Also, seed origins should be mostly autochthonous in order to find adaptations to the local climate. Second, provenances should be planted on a wide spectrum of test sites covering at least the natural range of climate conditions where the species occurs. If possible, few test sites should be beyond the natural range of the respective species. Third, for climate transfer and universal transfer functions it is also necessary to collect provenances from a wide climatic range in order to enable statistically valuable calibrations. Many provenance experiments do not meet all of these requirements sufficiently, which might result in low statistical power.

7. Provenance trials in Alpine space — Overview

From the oldest provenance trial with Norway spruce, established by Kienitz in 1881 (sowing 1878) at Gahrenberg, only descriptive observations are available [95]. In the Alpine space the altitude of population origins has early been recognized as a particular important factor. For
example, in Austria, Cieslar compared tree growth among Norway spruce offspring from different altitudinal ranges at three planting sites [96, 97] in 1899. Trees have been evaluated several times afterwards [96, 98]. Latest results at the tree age 58 indicate an assimilation and reduction of growth-differences among populations. Engler (see [99]) established a similar experiment in 1899 with five Suisse provenances of Norway spruce. The provenances were planted at 16 sites in altitudes from 380 m to 2150 m [99]. In both experiments, considerable differences in survival, growth and tree shape among provenances were found.

Table 3 gives an overview of provenance tests of Norway spruce that have been established in the Alpine space. Within the project MANFRED, they were reviewed and rated according to their potential application in climate adaptation studies. From the many trials that were established in the past 100 years, most trials did not fit. In some cases provenances were tested only under “colder” climate conditions, but not in warmer environments. Also, due to the long observation times, many trial data only exist in form of published tables or figures but not within their raw form. Provenance tests which might be used for climate adaptation analyses are listed in table 3 for *Picea abies* and table 4 for *Abies alba*.

The three IUFRO trial series (1938, 1964/68 and 1972) are especially interesting for potential climate related analyses, since both the test sites and the utilized provenances cover a wide climatic range. However, data are not fully available and despite many efforts, data exchange among involved institutions was not successful until now. Nevertheless, the national provenance tests mentioned in table 3 and 4 are also valuable sources for analyses and should be reanalyzed in relation to climate data. As an example we present some results from the Austrian provenance test of 1978 in chapter 4.

The IUFRO silver fir test series have been initiated by H. Mayer, who was impressed by reports on Silver fir dieback during the early sixties of the 20th century [112]. Aiming in a holistic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>CRF</th>
<th>CTF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordinates from provenance origins and test sites</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed source material from presumably autochthonous stand</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed collection involved multiple mother trees per population</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform forest management measures at test sites</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populations have been tested at sufficient test sites</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide climatic range of tested populations</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide climatic range of test sites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient climatic range of sites, where each populations has been tested</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement data of the field trials should be available in the raw form</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Minimum requirements for climatic analyses of provenance test data. Right columns indicate if the respective criterion should be fulfilled to calibrate climate response functions (CRF) or climate transfer functions (CTF).
research design for testing genetic variation in general as well as drought resistance, he established a trial using 19 international provenances under summer warm climate conditions of the rim of the Viennese forest in Austria in 1970 [33]. The Austrian silver fir trial served as pilot study for the “1st International Silver fir provenance trial 1982” which was organized by Kramer [107]. Seeds from eleven provenances from central and southern Europe were sent to forestry institutes in Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Suisse, Slovenia, Poland and Slovakia to establish in total 27 trials [108]. Six of eleven provenances were tested at every test site as standards. In spite of detailed plans for a joint evaluation of all tests and a central database in Vienna [107], the data were recorded individually and published separately without any coordination. A further comprehensive test series was established in South Germany in 1982 using 42 south German and 17 provenances originating from the whole European Silver fir range, including the provenances of the 1st IUFRO trial [109]. Finally, the 2nd International Silver fir provenance test was established in 2005, in order to get better information on the variation of SE-European provenances [111].

Table 3. Overview of Norway spruce trials in Alpine space. Information about the respective test series is given if available, including year of establishment, No. of involved sites, range of tested provenances, test design (RCBD = Randomized complete block design, rep = no. of repetitions, harvest of single (ST) or multiple (MT) trees). The potential of data for utilization in climate response functions (RF) and/or climate transfer functions (TF) is given. Brackets indicating limited use due to deficits in study design or data availability.
Apart from the international series there have been several national provenance tests established. Earlier national experiments using seed provenances from the Alpine space had been started for example in Italy [110] and Slovakia 1965 [104].

8. Case study — Austrian provenance test with Norway spruce 1978

A comprehensive provenance test with Norway spruce has been established in 1978 at 44 sites across Austria. The trial included seeds from 480 Austrian provenances and 60 provenances from other countries [100]. At tree age 15, height has been recorded at 29 of these 44 trial sites. These data have been used in the present project to analyze the intraspecific variation in climate response [87]. In order to reveal more general insights, provenances with similar climatic conditions were aggregated in provenance clusters. The response of the nine resulting clusters to a heat-moisture index was calculated using a Gaussian distribution model.

The results hardly revealed any declines in potential tree growth of Norway spruce throughout its current distribution range in Austria. In fact, for most parts of Austria we found an expected increase of tree heights up to 45 percent until 2080. In general, provenances from currently warm and drought prone areas seem to be well adapted to respective climate conditions and
may be appropriate candidates for extended utilization in future. However, the impact of a warming climate is different for individual provenance groups (Fig. 5). Thus, an optimized choice of seed material according to prospective future climate conditions has the potential for an additional increase of productivity up to 11 percent [87]. Although this study sets focus on provenances of the eastern Alps and the Bohemian Massif in Austria, some results of this most extensive provenance trial in the Alpine space can be generalized beyond the Austrian border, because firstly, although the provenances origin from a relatively small part of the natural range of Norway spruce, they cover the three main refugial lineages which build the basis of all natural Norway spruce populations in Central and Western Europe, and secondly, the provenance trial series has been established along a wide gradient of climate conditions ranging from 2.6°C to 9.2°C mean annual temperature and annual precipitation values from 535 mm to 2392 mm. Thus, it covers not only a large part of current Norway spruce habitats, but also extends into sites at the warm and dry edge of its distribution, making it highly suitable to analyze the potential response to a changing climate.

Figure 5. Response functions of nine provenance clusters of the Austrian Norway spruce provenance trial 1978. Gaussian functions of tree heights at age 15 fitted to heat-moisture index AHM (mean annual temperature + 10 / (Annual precipitation sum / 1000)) of planting sites [77]. Response functions are given for nine groups of provenances which originate from similar climates. Grey area denotes AHM-regions beyond current maximum (32 °C/mm) to future maximum (42.3 °C/mm) limits.

9. Conclusion

Many provenance tests have been established for tree species in the Alpine space within the last 200 years. These trials are based on a laborious work from its initial establishment to the often comprehensive and numerous measurements. Today, such data are strongly needed for a better understanding of the intraspecific variation of climate response of tree species and for
the development of provenance transfer and deployment schemes in the light of climate change. Within the last 20 years, the theoretical and statistical basis for the analysis of provenance climate responses was strongly improved. Also, high-quality climate data are freely available now. Therefore, new statistical analyses including all available data could substantially improve our understanding of climate growth relationships and evolutionary processes that cause intraspecific variation in climate adaptation. However, raw data from historic provenance test are only partly electronically available, and if they are, then access is usually limited to staff of responsible national institutions. Hence, efforts have to be made to make data easy accessible. Moreover, since meaningful climate response analyses require a considerable climate range of tests sites and tested population, transnational exchange of data and joined analyses are strongly needed, in order to cover the natural range of the respective species.

Furthermore, test design of previous provenance trials was optimized to find most appropriate seed sources for specific test sites and not to investigate general climate growth relations. As a consequence, only few test sites are established at the edges of the natural climatic range of tree species. Those climatically extreme sites are most valuable to detect upper and lower limits of tree species and tree populations and to calibrate well-founded response functions. Therefore, for future provenance tests we recommend to include test sites at the edges of the natural range of the respective tree species or even beyond.
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